Experience doors...
Your **guide** to the **world of doors**

Doors are the portals to the heart of your home. Join us on a voyage of discovery through the world of doors.
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Experience doors...
Welcome to the world of doors!

Our ringo doors open up new possibilities for a wide variety of interior décor styles.

Join us on a journey into the world of doors. We will offer you lots of ideas and tips and background information on the way. Simply...

enjoy the world of doors!

We are proud to present a range of doors that reflects your personal living style and your individual needs.
Intarsia work
Quadra selected beech with wenge inlays
We hope you will **discover your personal** favourite!

**And complement your home with its specific design accents.**

A fascinating world of doors awaits you. Doors to enhance your lifestyle. High quality woods – such as beech or oak – create doors that will enhance the beauty of your home. Our elegant glass doors, functional doors and elegantly styled doors in outstanding designs combine unmistakable charm with a high degree of practicality. We will show you our extensive programme of interior doors – they have everything you ever wanted from a door. We'll also show you plenty of details along the way. Veneered, cross-veneered or with high quality intarsia work, our doors are available in many variations, sizes and finishes. All doors are complemented with a wide choice of doorframes with rounded or squared corners, and with ogee or half-round profiles. Glazed panels with matching glazing bar designs or panel door mouldings, when combined with visually compatible hardware and furniture, will change your perception of the role of doors in interior design. And complement your home with its specific design accents.
Experience the **variety**

**Smooth doors**

With ringo, you know you have made the right choice. These are doors that will meet all your individual needs. All of our doors feature high quality of workmanship, long service life and a wide variety of finishes. They deliver what they promise!

In the following pages, learn how our ringo doors will complement your home, no matter what your room sizes or decorating style. The individual products within the programme can be mixed and matched to provide fresh solutions and ideas that will enhance your surroundings.
### Smooth doors
- Veneered finishes: Page 8
- Wood effect finishes: Page 10
- Painted finishes: Page 12
- Standard glazed doors: Page 14
- Special glazed doors: Page 16
- Double door sets: Page 18
- Sidelights and transoms: Page 20
- Sliding door sets: Page 22
- Curved and arched door sets: Page 24
Experience doors…

Veneered finishes

You are confident of your own personal taste. Your expectations are high when it comes to styling your home’s interior. You believe in durable furnishings with a distinctive look that enhance your home’s aesthetics. Because you appreciate products made from high quality natural materials, you know the value and the comfort that only real wood can provide. The choice of veneers influences the overall feel of a room and its styling. Part of a veneer’s attraction is that it can be combined with a wide range of materials; veneers represent an atmospheric backdrop to all decorating styles and offer the benefits of naturalness and charm.

Veneers have all the beauty of natural wood. Each type of wood has its own, unique colour shading and grain pattern. Like wood, no single piece of veneer is identical to another - each one is unique in its own way. The ultimate beauty of the veneer is revealed by its careful selection and hand finishing.
Durable

Wood effect finishes
For the rigours of everyday use

ringodor is our name for decorative film finishes. These finishes are among the most important materials used in the door and furniture industries and are ideally suited to the demands of everyday use in your home.

These finishes are manufactured by printing paper with a wood grain or other pattern which is then saturated with resins and varnished to create a unique decorative film.
Proven in practical use

*ringolit* is our name for the high quality decorative laminates popular in the door and furniture industries. *ringolit* is highly scratch resistant and can withstand cleaners and chemicals typically used around the home.

To make laminates, rolls of paper printed with a wood grain or decorative pattern are saturated with resins and pressed under heat.

Built to take the knocks

*ringotex* is our name for decorative laminates. The practical performance of *ringotex* fulfills the most stringent mechanical and hygienic requirements.

To make laminates, rolls of paper printed with a wood grain or decorative pattern are saturated with resins and pressed under heat.

Scratch-resistant  |  Fade-resistant  |  Insensitive to chemicals  |  Heat-resistant  |  Solvent-resistant  |  Stain resistant  |  Wear-resistant (only *ringotex*)
White paint (RAL 9010)
The **classic** option

**White paint (RAL 9010)**

White painted doors have always been a classic decorating option. White harmonizes well with the style of any room and the finish communicates an air of quality and good taste.

To produce our white, abrasion-resistant finish, our doors receive several coats of high quality paint (RAL 9010) and a topcoat of tough, two-pack resin lacquer.

The hardening of all fillers and topcoats is carried out using a special environmentally friendly process.

Our white painted frames (RAL 9010) are made from high-grade multilayer particleboard and are protected with a painted film layer. We use a special resin-based paint system to prime and topcoat this film, using double thickness coats.

Different paint systems produce slightly different colour shades and levels of gloss on doors and frames.

---

**Primed doors**

Primed doors are finished with a UV primer coat.

Our primed doorframes are manufactured from high quality multiply particleboard. We treat the surface of the film finish with acrylic paint.

Recommended finishing coats include the popular two-component, alkyd resin, resin or acrylic paints. Paints used to finish the doors should be tested before application, as it is impossible for us to guarantee the suitability of every product on the market.

The area to be painted must be sanded before applying the paint.

---

**ringo colour chart**

The ringo colour chart shows the wide variety of fashionable colour options available. ringolit pearl white finish is used as the base coat. Other RAL colours are available upon request.
Standard glazed opening with Astro patterned glass. Handle: Vincenza.
Special design accents

Standard glazed doors and glazed panel doors

Doors say so much about our lifestyle and culture. Glazing panels can be creative – even dynamic – and they are always compelling.

Standard glazing panels available in standard finishes from the ringo range and with many different types of glass (see Page 90/91).

The following glazing bar designs are available:

C1 choice of: selected beech, alder, selected maple, white ash, birch, natural ash, light grey ash, white (RAL 9010)
C2 choice of: paintable white afara, white afara, sapele, selected oak, rustic oak, dark oak, northern European pine, spruce, classic cherrywood, classic walnut
SP N1 choice of: paintable white afara, white afara, sapele, selected oak, rustic oak, selected beech, selected maple, white ash, dark oak, northern European pine, spruce, white (RAL 9010), classic cherrywood, classic walnut
New insights

Special glazing options

Doors can create a sense of harmony throughout your home. But, it is not necessary for all of your doors to be exactly the same. Unusual glazing panels can create design accents, enhance the ambience within the home, and make a strong statement about the homeowner’s lifestyle.

Glazing panels can be square, triangular or circular – the choice of shapes is as individual as their arrangement within the door.
Flush-fitting double door. Special E 140 M1 glazed opening.
Expanding your horizons

Double door sets

Small room. Big impression. No question. Why limit your horizons when you can open up new vistas and enjoy the pleasure of an expansive view? Double doors fulfil the need for airiness by making even small rooms seem big.
Floor-to-ceiling sidelight and transom doorset, special construction (stanchions and transom are same width as the wall)
Vitrum model, selected beech, trim profile no. 8
Discover **new dimensions**

**Floor-level and sidelight units**

Enhance the character of your home. Nothing sets the tone for a visitor to a fine home quite the same as a bright, light-filled interior. This is an architectural feature that always provides a warm welcome – particularly in hallways and reception areas.

Various combinations of glass and openings are possible.
Cavity sliding door set
selected beech,
glazed panel: E 149 M1,
glass: Satinato white
Making the **most** of your **space**

**Sliding door sets**

Get the look without sacrificing space.
Make the most of the area in front of and behind your doors.
Sliding doors are an effective made-to-measure solution.

ringo sliding doors are a space-saving option wherever there are space limitations.

The architectural possibilities are endless.
We produce sliding doors in standard sizes and will custom-make them to your individual requirements. They are also available as style doors or all-glass doors.
Roman arched door
**Classic style**

**Curved and arched door sets**

The charm of curved shapes in your home fosters a comfortable and cozy atmosphere. Immerse yourself in the variety of available styles. Gentle curved elements flatter the interior of any home. Atmospheric without being ostentatious, they are the perfect complement to the timeless charm of an elegant home.

**Round, segmental or basket arch**
Function and safety

Functional door sets

It takes a specially designed door to provide effective protection for property and health against forcible entry, noise, climate variations, radiation, smoke, and even fire. This type of door must meet demanding architects’ specifications and comply in all respects with relevant statutory regulations.

ringo functional doors are designed to do just that. This multi-purpose door range offers you a choice of door sets that combine a variety of protection features, and yet the outstanding properties of these doors remain hidden from sight, thanks to the quality veneered, plastic coated, and ready-to-paint finishes.
Functional doors
Apartment entrance door sets
   Sound and climate protection
   Security
Fire and smoke protection
Doors for wet areas
Page 28
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Experience the **versatility**

**Apartment entrance door sets**

Designing a door and frame together as a unit (door set) delivers better protection against a variety of external factors – forced entry, sound or the weather.
On the safe side

Security

The latest crime figures show that break-ins are on the increase – a good reason to make sure your home is well protected. Apartments present a higher security risk. But, you can take steps to reduce your risk of being burgled. Our wide range of high quality ringo apartment entrance doors offers you the security you want while making life difficult for anyone attempting to break into your home. Choose the DIN security class (WK 2 or WK 3) that best suits your needs.

- Security protection to DIN V ENV 1627
  - Intrusion resistance class WK 2
  - Intrusion resistance class WK 3

Special accessories for added security:

- Spyhole
- Multiple lock
- Door bar
Enjoy the peace of mind

Apartment entrance door sets

Treat yourself to the tranquil home you deserve. Noise can be harmful to both your health and quality of life. The right doors can provide an effective sound barrier between you and the outside world. The DIN 4109 standard defines minimum specifications for sound insulation. Today, these specifications are an integral part of German building regulations and mandatory for companies tendering for or planning new building projects. As a rule, sound insulation properties are measured on complete, installed door sets. In independent tests, our ringo door sets have exceeded the minimum requirements in a number of areas. This is because we believe in the value of peace and quiet in the home.

Sound insulation to DIN 4109

- Sound insulation class 1 \( R_w = 32 \text{ dB} - R_{wr} = 27 \text{ dB} \)
- Sound insulation class 2 \( R_w = 37 \text{ dB} - R_{wr} = 32 \text{ dB} \)
- Sound insulation class 3 \( R_w = 42 \text{ dB} - R_{wr} = 37 \text{ dB} \)

Coping with changes in the weather

Climatic protection

The security and sound insulation properties of these door sets are not compromised by temperature or humidity. Apartment door sets between the stairway and living area are often subject to climatic variations. ringo apartment entrance door sets remain extremely stable under these circumstances. Security you can count on.

Climate classes RAL - RG 426 part 1

- Climate class II
- Climate class III
Doors
- A variety of panel doors to suit every requirement and application.
- Sturdy construction of stiles, rails and panels.
- Gluing in accordance with DIN EN 204 D3.
- Use of selected and matched veneers.
- Wide range of branded laminate finishes from well-known manufacturers.
- Attractive decorative film and painted finishes.
- Range of designs and special hardware for a variety of special needs and applications.

Frames TOP
- Flat packed.
- Selected smooth veneers.
- Pleasing styling thanks to 63 mm wide architrave with wrapped veneer facing.
- Solid construction with mitred corner joints.
- Installation friendly, thanks to sturdy and easy to fit hardware and the 2 cm adjustment range available to compensate for wall unevenness.
- Range of designs and special hardware for a variety of needs and applications.

We also supply steel frames and steel corner frames

The test certificates listed apply to the complete ringo door set. The certificate is invalidated if parts of the door set are substituted or removed. The installation company’s records should confirm not only that the installation has been carried out in accordance with the instructions but also that the correct materials have been used.

Please refer to our Doors & Technology brochure for further information
Proactive prevention

Fire and smoke protection

Fire doors are designed to present a specific and effective barrier to a fire in order to give occupants time to leave the building.

From the outside, ringo fire and smoke protection doors are virtually indistinguishable from our standard veneered or plastic coated doors. They thus fulfil both a functional and a decorative function. For security that stays out of sight until you need it.
Effective security

Radiation protection

The DIN 6834 standard prescribes protective measures for radiation and stray radiation, with particular reference to radiology rooms and centres.

ringo radiation protection doors are fitted with different thicknesses of lead sheeting, offering different degrees of protection.

We manufacture a wide range of radiation protection doors. They are available in the same wide range of selected face veneers as the standard ringo range, and in a choice of plastic coated and paintable finishes.

Extreme conditions

Doors for wet areas

Wet room doors are designed for areas where the environment is extremely humid or where water can readily come in contact with the door. They are designed for use in locations such as swimming pools and shower cubicles, as well as normal bathrooms. All of the ringo plastic coated finishes may be specified.
Celebrate your **personal style**

**Glass, decorative and style doors**

Furnishing and styling your home is always a matter of personal taste because interior styling should always satisfy your individual needs and preferences. The ringo door programme offers a wide variety of styles to complement even the most individual of interiors. Simply choose the ringo door that suits your style.

You are sure to find a model that harmonizes perfectly with your interior styling – classically elegant, exclusively traditional, charmingly rustic, stunningly creative, or minimalist. Could you wish for more?
The door as an architectural element

The minimalist approach
All-glass doors
Stunningly creative
Vitrum, Scala, Sinus, Trium, Quer, Cabana,
Calla, Dora, Friesa
Classically elegant
Taiga, Inka, Delta, Quadra, Kontur, Rotary
Exclusively traditional
Entree, Direct, Admira, Formula, Strada
Charmingly rustic
Rondo, Cantris, Kontur solid wood
Etching
An exclusive choice – all-glass doors with an etched pattern add a „certain something“ to a room.
Transparenza – experience glass

All-glass doors

You prefer not to limit the visibility of your surroundings. You want your home or office to be bright and open and filled with energizing daylight during the day. All-glass doors were made just for you! With our all-glass doors made from high quality toughened safety glass (TSG), you can experience rooms flooded with light while enjoying privacy when you need it. Your choice of designs does not have to be limited to the plain and simple. As well as standard transparent glass, you can choose from a wide range of styles that include matt finished glass with elegant motifs, coloured, textured glass and filigree detailing. Combined with a wooden ringo frame and the appropriate hardware and handles, our all-glass doors exude a character all of their own.

Please contact us to discuss the matter of privacy in relation to clear glass doors.

Colour

The interplay of matt designs and coloured accents is rich in contrasts. The decorative details are finished in a high quality lacquer and available in a choice of colours.

Inkas colour

Standard - Mastercarre glass

quadrato 10 glass detailing

sera textured glass
Karo 2.8 negative matt white
Limitless **variety**

**Standard glass**

Your choice ranges from smooth float glass, modern creations such as Mastercarre, classic glass designs such as Silvit, or Nautilus with its imaginative motifs from the marine world.
Clear and refined
Decorated glass

Glass has a unique charm of its own. It unites your living surroundings into a harmonious whole. Experience the fascination of these eye-catching doors as you combine the Doras model with the Dora intarsia inlaid door, the Trias with the Trium or the Quadras with the Quadra.

Choose the motif design that best suits the style of your furnishings. Use angular designs, for example, to complement the clean lines of a contemporary room style.

We offer a wide selection of decorated glass panels – and virtually all of the matt motifs can be reversed out, i.e. a clear motif on matt glass. You create it as you like it.

All of our glass doors are designed with everyday use in mind: a special impregnation protects the matt areas of the panels from finger marks.

indigo
Trias
frontera
Doras
Cellas
quadra 3D

Quadras
Eye-catching appeal

Glass detailing
Individual details flatter the beholder. If you wish to make a design splash, filigree glass detailing is a particularly attractive option. These modern design accents on glass doors are available in a choice of colours and geometric designs.
Obscuring the view

Textured glass

The elegance of your doors underline the elegance of your home. All-glass doors not only create a focal point, they enhance the harmony of a room’s interior design. Textured glass brings a tactile quality to glass, providing the privacy you want while at the same time letting in precious daylight.
Rails: selected maple,
Glass: blue float glass
Light and airy rooms

Vitrum with fixed glazing

You enjoy being creative and bringing fresh ideas to your interiors. You wish to do the same with your doors. The Vitrum range offers you the innovative design that you are looking for, while also providing all of the characteristics of an elegant door. Large areas of glass link one room to the next. Stylish side panels combine transparency with the natural luxury of a wood door. Edges can be square, ogee or rounded.

Vitrum with fixed glazing
Available in a wide choice of glass types such as standard glass, coloured, satin or patterned glass, or with creative motifs and detailing.

Combination styles
All types of glass are available with a choice of side panels including selected oak, selected beech, maple, white ash and classic cherrywood.
Rails: selected maple Centre, panel: selected crossbanded maple
Simply **trendy**

**Vitrum with wood centre panel**

Versatile and exciting, the all-wood Vitrum adds life to any interior with a styling that is right up to date. The Vitrum range is available with a wide choice of centre panels including selected oak or beech veneer and metallized laminate. These finishes harmonize perfectly with the very latest furniture and kitchen designs on the market.

---

**Vitrum with wood centre panel**
Available in a variety of finishes including real wood, coloured laminate, smooth metallized, textured or punched.

**Combination styles**
Centre panels can be combined with different side panels, including selected oak, selected beech, maple, white ash and classic cherrywood.

---

**Available in E, K, R3 depending on finish**
Scala selected beech
**Architectural simplicity**

**Scala**

The Scala acts as a focal point, its charm underscoring the value of your interior design. The exquisiteness continues into the finest detail – the stepped profile of the frame, for example, cleverly sets off the quality of the handles and deliberately reflects a design destined to enhance the comfort of modern living.
Sinus selected beech

Sinus white ash

Sinus selected maple
Outstanding visual appeal

Sinus

You furnish your home to match your modern lifestyle. You believe that nonconformity is a sign of individualism. We are confident you will find the Sinus worth a second look. The unique design of the mouldings, the stylish detailing above the sill (optional), and the overall dynamic impact that this product range exudes makes it a very special part of your home.

Straight lines – always in demand

Trium

The ambiance of an interior is evidence of a love of architecture. Aesthetic perfection is often achieved by the use of bold, simple lines. When you choose Trium, you are saying ‘yes’ to the kind of distinctive lines that are at home in modern, stylish interiors. The tasteful effect of the applied moulding makes this door a versatile choice for a variety of interiors.

Finishes

Available in E, K, R depending on finish

Styles

Sinus

Trium

Available in E, K, R depending on finish

Selected oak (Trium only)

ringolit beech (Trium only)

Selected beech

ringolit maple (Trium only)

Selected maple

White paint (RAL 9010) (Trium only)

White ash

Glazing

Obscure float glass with or without matt finish

Mastercarre
### A result of lateral thinking

**Quer**

A thoroughbred design. Exquisite combinations of modern, cross-veneered wood finishes take exclusivity to new heights.

The distinctive character of these doors encourages a wealth of interior design possibilities for modern living and reveals the discerning taste of the designer of the office or home office in which they are installed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Styles</th>
<th>Finishes</th>
<th>Glazing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Style 1" /></td>
<td>Selected oak</td>
<td>Clear float glass Others upon request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Style 2" /></td>
<td>Selected beech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Style 3" /></td>
<td>Alder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Style 4" /></td>
<td>Selected maple</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quer** selected oak

**Quer** selected beech, Frame with glazed transom

**Quer** selected maple
Creative moments

Cabana

If your taste in design favours the dramatic, the Cabana offers a unique door creation, with intarsia or finely veined accents to underline the distinctiveness of your interior. Integrated glazed panels with creative intarsia effects inspire luxury living with vitality.

Cabana selected beech, with alder

Glazing Finishes

Selected oak  Alder  Clear float glass
Selected beech  Selected maple  Mastercarre
Satinato white

Styles

Available in E, K, R depending on finish

Handle: San Remo
Calla selected beech
The **art** of form

**Calla**

With this model, you will underscore the harmony of your interior. Calla offers you a virtually limitless range of choices to suit any room situation. The convincing union of selected intarsia designs and matching glazing panels is exhilarating in its variety.

The strong, distinctive lines lend character to any room – particularly when the door handle set is chosen with an eye toward style, as here with the Bologna.

---

**Styles**

- Mastercarre
- Satinato white

**Finishes**

- Selected oak
- Clear float glass
- Selected beech

**Glazing**

- Alder
- Selected maple

Handle: Bologna

Available in E, K, R depending on finish
Dora selected maple, selected crossbanded maple inlay
**True to character**

**Dora and Friesa**

Accents that suit the inner you and add to the flair of your interior. This intarsia series has what it takes.

You have the freedom to select whatever combinations appeal to you – perhaps some gentle curves around the door handle (Dora) or a simple measure of tasteful restraint (Friesa).
Taiga selected oak, Criss-cross inlay

Taiga selected beech
Truly fine
Taiga and Inka

Selected details endorse your high expectations. Elegant intarsia work using colour matched or contrasting veneers and attractive glazed panels blend to form a harmonious whole.

Enjoy the view – Taiga with inlays in the centre of the door, Inka with vertical inlays in the centre of the door and two strategically positioned, contrasting coloured squares.

The avant-garde door handle set underscores the elegance of this particular door creation.
Speaking the language of architecture
Delta and Quadra

Geometric shapes emphasize the flair of modern interior designs. Discover the fascinating symbiosis of rich wood and elegant square inlays in our Quadra model. The Delta, with its intarsia triangle and Portofino door handle set, has become a classic within a very short time.

The sheer delight of this design will vitalize your interior. The wood finish Quadra model and its matching all-glass equivalent make a stunning pairing in any environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Styles</th>
<th>Finishes</th>
<th>Glazing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>Selected oak</td>
<td>Clear float glass (Quadra with or without matt finish)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra</td>
<td>Selected beech</td>
<td>Satino white (Delta only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra only</td>
<td>Alder (Delta only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra</td>
<td>Selected maple</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadra only</td>
<td>Swiss pearwood (Quadra only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available in E, K, R depending on finish

Handle: Portofino
Sheer elegance

Kontur

White has always been a classic colour solution in the world of interior design. This is no less true with doors. The bright, welcoming charm of a white door is always invigorating and is capable of blending with any interior. It remains aloof to short-lived style trends and provides tremendous creative latitude for today's interior designers.

Elegant milled grooves in harmony with etched glass panels and flush beading produce a style of permanent value and undeniable prestige.
Timeless classic

Rotary

Doors are an expression of our sense of aesthetic values. Intelligent living style connects living space with the emotions.

The Rotary range features classic design lines. The beauty of the internal panels fascinates all who favour an elegant and timeless decorating style.

The overall impression is completed with the appropriate door handle set, such as our Vicenca model in polished brass.
Entree selected oak
Experience **tradition**

**Entree**

You will enjoy the prestige that this exclusive design lends to your interior. Entree owes its particular charm to our decades of experience of fine traditional woodworking techniques. The stunning ogee door profile is carefully matched to the frame.

The Entree in selected oak is an impressive example of door styling for the most discerning customer.
**Classic elegance**

**Direct**

The clean, straight outlines of the Direct have created a door that is both elegant and prestigious. Featuring mouldings or glazed panels, this line furthers the art of room decoration. It is always a stylish choice when living comfort is important.
Let there be **light**

**Admira**

The glazed panels of the Admira are perfect for modern, open living styles. The door’s openness and attractive glazing bars have a captivating beauty that brings a warm feeling to any room.

Available in E, K, R depending on finish

Trim profile no. 1 is matched to the design of the rails and stile

---

**Admira** selected beech

with glazed opening and glazing bars

---

**Finishes**

Selected beech

Obscure float glass

White paint (RAL 9010)

Artista obscure/bronze

Old German K obscure/bronze

---

**Glazing**

Artista obscure/bronze

Obscure float glass

White paint (RAL 9010)

Selected beech

---

**Styles**

Styles
Finishing touch: The attractive polished brass Genova door handle set is also available with a vertical escutcheon.

Handle: Genova
Appreciating **quality**

**Formula and Strada**

Quality any way you look at it, for those who insist on the perfect final touch. Our Formula and Strada doors use only the finest quality woods and benefit from the highest level of workmanship and constructional details.

The design of our Formula model is distinguished by its two sculpted centre panels and the glued and profiled solid wood stiles and rails.

The Strada’s combination of traditional and modern features makes this one of the finest panel doors you can buy. Compact and charismatic, and incorporating the highest levels of workmanship, the Strada is a door that will complement any beautiful home.
Rondo with medium glazed opening
Simply at home

Rondo

There is a particular feeling of inner contentment to be gained from living in a comfortable home. Doors are not only functional, they are an integral part of any interior design that strives to be at one with nature.

The Rondo model satisfies the most demanding aspirations of all who insist on a comfortable home interior. It is available with two sizes of glazed openings. The glazing bars emphasize the bevelled door edges, and the glued tongue and groove panels characterize the quality of this outstanding door model.

Our recommendation: complete the Rondo with a matching solid frame from our TOP System range.
Cantris 4 selected beech
Knowing **what you want**

Cantris

Living your life to the fullest means having your own space. When you design your interior, you leave nothing to chance. You have to be sure that everything is intelligently coordinated and creates an overall effect in harmony with the latest rustic interior styles. The Cantris model is available with a choice of two or four panels. It features profiled edges and tongue and groove construction of the laminated wood panels. It has the appearance of a particularly high quality door with the added appeal of a striking design. The Cantris combines modern living and comfortable rustic styling with the exclusive touch of bevelled edge glass panels.

Cantris models may be used with frames from our TOP System range. These solid wood frames are designed specifically to complement the design of the door.
Glass satinato white, parallel beading

Kontur 7 oak
Healthy living

Kontur

You value possessions that retain their quality and value over time. Healthy living is also important to you. You have a clear idea of your needs: to live life and be at one with nature. Our Kontur solid wood doors were made just for you! They are finished in maple, beech and oak with oiled and lacquered finishes that give the doors a very natural look.

In combination with the TOP M RR solid wood frames in Proterra wood finishes, Kontur doors bring a piece of nature into your home.

Proterra

Your home is a place where you should feel totally at ease. You will never feel more at ease and closer to nature than when your home is fitted with solid wood doors in a Proterra finish.

The Proterra finish is characterized by:
- Surface protection using natural, renewable materials with compostable, biodegradable binding agents.
- Freedom from harmful heavy metals, wood preservers, known allergens, natural materials that require special labelling, and other harmful substances.
- Tested for reaction to saliva and sweat in accordance with DIN 53160 (Safety of Toys).
- Easy maintenance following our care instructions (see also Pages 96/97).
Comprehensive range of accessories

ringo has the right door for your surroundings.
Indulge your creativity by exploring the potential combinations of doors and accessories.
The possibilities are limitless.

ringo offers a wide range of glass panels, hardware, locks and escutcheons, butt hinges and mountings, and sealing systems.
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The door

Door, Latin porta, -ae: a moveable barrier of wood or other material consisting either of one piece, or of several pieces framed together, usually turning on hinges or sliding in a groove, and serving to close or open a passage into a building, room.....

There are only a few key concepts you need to be familiar with in order to choose the right door for your home.

Our compact guide to doors will help prepare you for your discussions with your door sales advisor.

Did you know...

...that the handle is actually only a part of a „door handle set“?
Everyone knows they open a door with the handle. But locksmiths call it the lever. Rosettes are part of the door handle set - one supports the lever, the other merely covers the key-way (where you insert the key). Just as there are different types of locks, there are also different types of door handle sets, each designed for standard, profile cylinder and WC locks. There are also combination handle sets for apartment doors, with a doorknob on the outside of the door rather than a lever.

left + right

...that there are right- and left-handed doors?
This is part of the specification needed to manufacture a door or a frame in accordance with the DIN standard.

Lock + handle

...that „a lock“ isn’t just „a lock“?
Different terms are used depending on the design:
standard lock, profile cylinder and bathroom (or WC).

Internal doors usually have a standard lock.
Profile cylinder locks are used where there is an increased need for security – e.g. on the entrance doors to apartments.
No key is needed to open and close locks on WC/ bathroom doors. You simply turn the handle.

...and that the handle is actually only a part of a „door handle set“?
Everyone knows they open a door with the handle. But locksmiths call it the lever. Rosettes are part of the door handle set - one supports the lever, the other merely covers the key-way (where you insert the key). Just as there are different types of locks, there are also different types of door handle sets, each designed for standard, profile cylinder and WC locks. There are also combination handle sets for apartment doors, with a doorknob on the outside of the door rather than a lever.

DIN-left

DIN-right
And did you know...

**Door**

...that the door is sometimes called a „doorleaf“?
The thickness and panelling of the doorleaf vary according to its intended purpose (internal door or front door).

**Glazing**

...that the windows in a door are called „glazed panels“?
Nowadays, glazed panels are available in a variety of geometric shapes; you are no longer restricted to a simple rectangle.
The glazed panel in the doorleaf may provide a view or merely serve as a useful source of light, depending on your requirements and choice of glass.

**Frames**

...that the frame is actually a „doorframe“?
The doorframe is responsible for more than just providing a pleasing surround for the doorleaf. When correctly installed, the doorframe fits snugly around the wall, thereby ensuring that the doorleaf can be opened and closed without creaking or rubbing.
The combination of a door and doorframe is known as a **doorset**. A doorset can only be a well-balanced unit if the colour of the finishes match – particularly important in the case of wood finishes (veneers).

**Wood**

...that not everything that looks like wood is actually wood?
There is a difference between veneers (real wood) and painted and wood effect finishes. The latter imitate the appearance of wood, paint and other finishes, using materials based on laminated paper. This produces a surface with a pattern and surface structure similar to kitchen work surfaces or laminate flooring – and just as hard wearing.

**Edges**

...that even the edges of doors and doorframes can incorporate elegant design details?
Until recently, almost all the edges of doors and doorframes were angular, but rounded edges are now becoming increasingly popular. Profiled designs such as the classic oggee profile are also enjoying a renaissance. The newest curved edge doorframe styles (our FR models) are particularly popular, since they provide a more gentle transition between the doorframe and the surface of the wall.

**Hinges**

...that „butt hinges“ really are a type of hinge?
These join the doorleaf to the doorframe and are often produced in extremely decorative designs.
Doors

Panels and variations
The location is often the decisive factor in determining the panelling style of a door. After all, you should expect your doors to provide long and faithful service. The time is gone when doors were made using nothing more complex than right angles. Our ringo range offers a wide choice of square, round, ogee and curved styles.

Panels

Honeycomb core with some white paint finishes (RAL 9010), approx. 9 kg/m²

Ideal particle board stave core approx. 12 kg/m², climate class 1, exposure category N

Spezial solid particle board core, approx. 23 kg/m², climate class 1, exposure group M

Perfect hollow particle board, approx. 16 kg/m², climate class 1, exposure category M

Variations

Door and frame (angular)

Door and frame (rounded)

Door and frame (ogee)

Door and frame (square)

All design options at a glance
Frames

TOP frames
The ringo TOP frame system features a wide architrave in keeping with the dimensions of the door, which gives an aesthetically balanced appearance. There are more design options available for the frame edges than for the door itself. These can be square, round, ogee or curved. We also manufacture high quality solid wood frames to complement our solid wood doors.

Variations TOP frames

- EE with angular casing and side jamb
- RE with rounded casing and angular side jamb
- RR with rounded casing and rounded side jamb
- RR with profiled casing (ogee profile) and rounded side jamb
- FR with curved casing and rounded side jamb
- TOP M RR solid wood frame with rounded casing and rounded side jamb
- TOP M PE solid wood frame with profiled casing (ogee profile) and angular side jamb

Trim profiles
Trim profiles are a stylish added detail with which you can emphasize shapes and lines such as those of an applied moulding.

- Nr. 1
- Nr. 7
- Nr. 9
- Nr. 1 SU
- Nr. 7 SU
- Nr. 10
- Nr. 2
- Nr. 8
- Nr. 11
- Casing profile no. 7
Glazing

We often fit the same glass designs into different types of door – wooden, all-glass, and wood-glass combinations. All door types can be mixed and matched.

e. g. Astro available

- with standard glazed opening
- with special glazed opening
- as Vitrum door
- or as all-glass door

Standard glass options
- Obscure or matt glass
  Matt glass is specially impregnated to protect against fingermarks.
- Textured glass finish
- Etched finish
- Colour painted options
  Coloured detailing available in three colours
- Hand applied glass detailing
  in three colours. Dimensioning and positioning are therefore subject to slight variations. Depending on the style, the adhesive used may leave slight visible traces.

All-glass doors
- The structural or decorated side of glass doors is always the hinge side.
- On double doors, the motifs are mirrored on each door
- Weight of 8 mm TSG: approx. 20 kg/m²
  Please note: depending on the load, we recommend the use of BAB 01 hinge mountings for wooden frames.

All glass is toughened safety glass (TSG).

The examples shown here form just a small part of our comprehensive choice of glass panels. Your rings specialist dealer will be pleased to show you the other styles available.
Toughened safety glass (TSG) is manufactured by reheating and rapidly cooling float glass or patterned glass. The process hardens the glass and makes it highly resistant to impact from blunt objects, flexing and changes in temperature. These characteristics result in high resistance to breakage and a high level of protection against injury.

During the production process, different tension zones are deliberately created in the glass, which can result in double refraction, interference effects under certain lighting conditions, and some reduction in the reflected image. Structural variations and movement of the pattern may sometimes occur in patterned glass as a result of rollers being changed. When testing for faults, visibility through the glass is more important than its reflective properties. Testing is carried out under diffuse daylight conditions. The glass should be viewed from a distance of 1 metre for clear and coloured float glass and 1.5 meters for patterned glass, and at a viewing angle of 90 degrees to the surface of the pane.

**Examples:**

**Structural deviations:**
Glass samples such as Mastercarre may exhibit a deflection not greater than 8 mm per 1 metre glass length. This tolerance may be up to 12 mm with other types of patterned glass.

**Contaminants and air bubbles:**
These may be no larger than 3 mm, including an occasional visible distortion.

**Hairline cracks:**
Hairline cracks that cannot be felt with a fingernail are permissible, but not in large numbers.

It should be noted that minor optical defects do not automatically constitute a reason for rejection.

**Important:**
The intensity of the colour in coloured glass is related to its thickness. Deviations of up to 12 mm per linear metre are permitted under European standard EN 572 (Glass in Building). Actual product color may vary slightly due to limitations of the printing process.
Lock casings for all-glass doors

We offer a variety of attractively designed, secure and durable hardware options in attractive designs for both private and commercial applications.

Should you decide on the UV (unsealed) lock casing, we recommend exchanging the standard ringo cover plate for the 2808 FA (with a single tamper-proof keyhole). Retrospective modification of ringo door frames is straightforward.

Factory installed striking plate 408 G
(short version with a single tamper-proof keyhole for two doors)

Because of their weight (approximately 20 kg/m²), we recommend the use of the BAB 01 hinge support for all-glass doors in a wooden frame. The steel angle plate and the option of plugging the wall behind the door considerably reduce the strain on the frame.

Hinges and hinge supports

Depending on the load, we recommend the use of stronger hinge mountings.
Locks, escutcheons and multi-point locks

Ringo offers a number of options for each door set to suit different applications and requirements.

**Striking plate S 2808 H**

**Multi-point locks (triple)**
- Style: PZ, standard for WE doors with intrusion resistance class WK3 (t/t/t)
- GU BKS Security Automatic (automatic locking)
- GU BKS Security MR 2 (mechanical locking)

**Not illustrated:**
- KVF AS 2502 (hook lock)
- KVF 2502 TSH with door bar

**Class 1**
- Standard version:
- Bathroom, WC, pin size: 55 mm

**Class 3 version:**
- Profile cylinder lock, pin size 65 mm for entrance doors,
- Without security protection,
- With WK security protection 2, 6 mm double thickness forend

**Air vents**
Permits removal of air and moisture in rooms without windows (e.g. bathroom)

**Floor sealing**
Also improves sound insulation

**Peephole**
Allows you to screen all strangers at your door.
A helping handle

Handle sets

A door is only complete and ready for use when it has been fitted with a handle set. ringo has a wide selection of shapes and colours to complement your wood and all-glass doors and your decorating style.

Select from three finishes:
- **Chrome**: plated on brass using the latest techniques.
- **Stainless steel**: grade 304, durable and highly resistant to corrosion. The brushed finish takes the toughest knocks in its stride.
- **Polished brass**: triple powder coated / electrostatically lacquered. Optional PVD coating (physical vapor deposition) on forged parts. PVD is a product of space research technology that involves depositing a coating on the metal surfaces inside a vacuum chamber. The coating is eight times harder than galvanized chrome. Metal is vapourized using a process called magnetron sputtering. The vapour reacts with inert gases and forms a hard film on the surface of the target material. The sputtered metal is „locked“ onto the target using high levels of energy in a gaseous atmosphere. The special protection provided by this finish makes it ideal for heavily frequented areas such as public buildings, businesses, hotels, and offices. A PVD finish will withstand at least 20 years of exterior use. Abrasion wear and corrosion are now things of the past.

The handle sets can be used for wooden doors...

...and with appropriate fittings for all-glass doors!
Technical description

- All handle sets have a return spring that supports the lever handle in the rosette and reduces wear on the latch.

- On some lever handles, the rosette and handle are connected to form a single unit that is quicker to install.

Other models for wood and all-glass doors

- Modena Fresato
- Palermo
- Udine
- Como
- Assisi
- Venezia blanco
- Venezia color
- Torino
- Genova vertical escutcheon (for wood doors only)
- Genova
- Orvieto
- Parma
- Lecce
- Vicenza
- Napoli
- Milano
- Palermo
- Assisi
- Torino
- Genova
- Orvieto
- Parma
- Lecce
- Vicenza
- Napoli
- Milano
Points to consider when placing an order!

**Sizes, single and double door sets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frames TOP</th>
<th>Single door Widths</th>
<th>Heights</th>
<th>Double door Widths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall opening nominal size</td>
<td>635 760 885 1010</td>
<td>2005 2130</td>
<td>1260 1310 1760 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall opening recommended</td>
<td>645 770 895 1020</td>
<td>2015 2140</td>
<td>1250 1500 1750 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door and frame size</td>
<td>610 735 860 985</td>
<td>1985 2110</td>
<td>610 735 860 985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive leaf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>610 735 860 985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door size, all-glass door (same but flush closing)</td>
<td>584 709 834 959</td>
<td>1972 2097</td>
<td>1235 1485 1735 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active leaf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>584 709 834 959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive leaf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>621 746 871 996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wall thickness compensation**

| Standard widths for TOP door frames |
| Nominal order size | 85 105 125 140 160 | 180 205 225 250 | 270 290 325 345 350 |
| Min. wall thickness | 80 100 120 135 155 | 175 200 220 245 | 265 285 305 320 340 |
| Max. wall thickness | 100 120 140 155 175 | 195 220 240 265 | 285 305 340 360 450 |

**Wooden doors**

**Single doorsets - horizontal cross section**

1. Wall opening: width mm
2. Height of wall opening: mm
3. Wall thickness: mm

**All-glass doors**

**Single doorsets - horizontal cross section**

1. Wall opening: width mm
2. Height of wall opening: mm
3. Wall thickness: mm

**Double doorets - horizontal cross section**

1. Wall opening: width mm
2. Height of wall opening: mm
3. Wall thickness: mm

**Vertical cross section**

1. Wall opening: width mm
2. Height of wall opening: mm
3. Wall thickness: mm
Good planning

The time has passed when a door is viewed as merely a functional item rather than part of your home's decorative design. When carefully chosen as part of your interior design planning, doors can help you to achieve practical harmony in your living environment.

It is always worth considering sliding doors, doors with glazed panels or glazed sidelights. It is important to give some thought to the doors and their features as early as possible in your planning process. Some questions to consider:

- Do I need any special solutions such as sliding doors or glass sidelights in particular problem areas (e.g. too little light in the hallway; lack of space)?
- Would I prefer a round arch, segmental arch or basket arch transom?
- Could double doors be useful in a particular location?
- Can I use a sidelight and transom to both attractive and practical effects?
- Which finish will best complement my furnishings?
- Do I prefer a natural living environment?
- Do I want a smooth door, a style door, a designer door or an all-glass door?
- Do I need a doorframe for the doorway where there is no door?
- Which handles will work best with my furnishings?
- What else do I expect the door to achieve?
- Do I want multiple locks, peephole or a door bar for my apartment entrance door?
- Do I need a fire door between the garage and the hallway?
- Do I think durability and quality are important?
- Will I employ a joiner to fit my doors?

Ask yourself these questions before making your purchasing decision. Always bear in mind that doors are an item of furniture. You will probably live with them for many years!

Depending on your personal circumstances, there may be other considerations. These suggestions are intended to show you how a door can be both useful and stylish if you take the time to plan your purchase early.

On the right we have compiled a shopping list for you. It lists the most important things you should tell your door consultant when you place your order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Width of wall opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or door size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Height of wall opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or door size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Thickness of wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(only for doorframes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or nominal order size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Direction of opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ DIN-left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ DIN-right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Width of the active leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(only for double doors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Opening direction of the active leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ DIN-left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ DIN-right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(only for double doors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Door finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Door model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Door options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ square edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ ogee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ rounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Glass opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Doorframe finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Doorframe options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ EE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ RE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ KR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ FR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ M RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ M PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Handle model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

....................................................................................
Cleaning and maintenance made easy

Important information about the care of doors and doorframes

Doors and doorframes do not normally require any special care. Wiping with a dry duster or with a damp, soft cloth (without any cleaner) is usually sufficient to remove light soiling. For more thorough cleaning of our high quality products, it is very important that you use the correct cleaning agent to maintain the quality of the finish. We recommend the care product Proterra GR 1900.

Every finish has its own special cleaning and maintenance requirements.

There are also certain basic principles to bear in mind, regardless of finish:
- Never allow surfaces to remain damp or wet for extended periods, as wood can warp if it absorbs water.
- Dry any damp or wet patches immediately with an absorbent cloth.
- Use a soft, dry or slightly damp cloth.
- Just use water or water and a recommended cleaning agent.
- Do not use furniture polish. The finish is more likely to become unsightly and greasy if certain furniture polishes are used.

Environmentally friendly and safe cleaning

Proterra GR 1900
This is a product manufactured from pH neutral and biologically degradable tensides and the natural wax of the carnauba palm. It is suitable for all door and furniture surface finishes and for floors that have been treated with natural products or varnishes. It can also be used on laminate, PVC, tiled and plastic surfaces. It is not suitable for use on mirrors, marble and non-slip surfaces. When added to cleaning water, it removes all water-soluble impurities, cleaning and nourishing in one easy step. It contains no solvents, thickeners or colours.

Proterra GZ 180 Care Wax
This is a universal, low-odour, surface maintenance and nourishing agent in the form of a paste. It contains beeswax, carnauba wax and natural oils. It is low-odour and will not irritate the skin. It will remove water marks and water-insoluble soiling (e.g. scuff marks, fingerprints etc.). A regular, light application will help maintain the beauty of your door’s finish.

If you have any further questions about caring for or cleaning your doors, your dealer will be pleased to help.
Treated veneers
- Care for and clean veneers with Proterra GR 1900
- Should you nevertheless wish to use a proprietary cleaner, strictly avoid caustic, abrasive cleaners and any that contain alcohol.

ringodor, ringolit, ringotex
- Care for and clean your man-made surfaces with Proterra GR 1900
- Should you nevertheless wish to use a proprietary cleaner, avoid caustic, abrasive cleaners and those containing alcohol. Alternatively, you may use warm, soapy water or add some methylated spirit to the cleaning water.

Naturally treated solid wood – Proterra (e.g. Kontur model)
- Caring for and cleaning naturally treated wood right from the start using only Proterra GR 1900 together with Proterra GZ 180 Care Wax will give your doors the long-lasting protection they deserve.
- Avoid cleaning with any kind of proprietary cleaning agent.

White paint (RAL 9010)
- Care for and clean your white painted doors and frames with Proterra GR 1900.
- Do not apply pressure when cleaning. This will cause shiny spots.
- Never use caustic, abrasive or alkaline cleaners. Alternatively, you may use warm, soapy water.

Glass – glazed panels and all-glass doors
- Avoid scratching the surface of the glass by using plenty of water to remove foreign substances such as dust, sand, etc.
- Make sure that your cleaning cloth is free of sand or other abrasive substances.
- After cleaning, use a soft cloth to immediately mop up any water from mouldings.
- To clean more thoroughly, it is quite sufficient to use clean water containing a few drops of vinegar.
- Should you nevertheless wish to use a proprietary cleaner, strictly avoid the use of caustic, abrasive cleaners, spray bottles, acids, soapsuds or liquids containing fluoride.
- If you use the wrong cleaner, you will eventually dissolve the protective coating on satin and matt glass.
- Never apply pressure to a satin finish when cleaning, as this will cause clouding.
- You should also be careful never to allow the treated side of satin and matt finishes to come into prolonged contact with steam in the bathroom or kitchen. If necessary, choose a different opening direction which places the motif side on the outside.
Quality is our key to success.

Company

The company that Hermann Schwering began in 1904 as a building business and joinery workshop is today one of Germany’s biggest and most innovative door manufacturers.

The products we manufacture carry the ‘ringo’ brand name. Because we want our end customers to benefit from expert advice, we sell exclusively through specialist dealers. You can find the location of your nearest dealer by visiting our Web site at www.schwering.de. Your ringo dealer will be glad to advise you and supply any information you need.

Quality

We are constantly working to improve the quality of our doors so that you will enjoy them for many years to come.

The construction of a door is more complex than you may at first think. Producing a quality door that will last requires perfect integration of each and every component. We therefore take pride in building our ringo doors with care and finishing them with great attention to detail. Regular internal and external quality inspections of our production facilities are your guarantee that all products bearing the ringo brand name are made to the highest possible standards.

Our belief in the environment

We care for the environment in the selection of raw materials, in our production processes and in the recycling of certain materials. A clear belief that we are all responsible for our environment is a permanent part of our corporate philosophy.

Environmentally friendly raw materials and waste material disposal, recyclable packaging

All ringo products are therefore manufactured using ecologically sound methods. The self-imposed targets for the whole of our factory far outstrip those required of us by legislation.

This is our contribution to a better world.
For you.
For us.
For a better environment.
Doors make a positive contribution to any interior design. Thanks to our wide range of door styles, we have a door to perfectly match whatever styling you choose for your home. Make your personal choice from our interior styling brochures.

...and experience a whole world of doors!